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Traxxas nitro stampede manual

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 Content return 16 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 Table of Contents 16 Nitro Stampede - The well of Bull R/C Samples Trucks! New Body, New ProGraphix® Painted Design Talon 2.8 tires with foam inserts pre-glashed on mirror-chromium All-Star™ wheels Nitro Wheelie-Monster! Proposed TRX®
Pro.15 Engine Monster Performance The Nitro Stamped Build on the Legendary Litter and Performance that made the Bumps name synonymous with monster truck fun. When you're ready to go faster and run longer, nitrogen is the next step. Nitro Stampede combines TRX® Pro.15 Nitro Power with long, drive-over-over-anything ground-
release for hour after hour of intense wheelie-popping, rock crushing action. Just fuel it, start it, and drive it! Traxxas make it easy for Nitro Stampede to feed you hungry for brutal, rock-spitting, dirty chewing horsepower. Truck of the Year - RC Car Action Magazine The Nitro Stampede now comes equipped with mirror-chromium All-Star™
2.8 wheels wrapped with pre-gilt-nailed Talon™ all-terrain tires. The smooth-running Revo-Spec® Talon staircase pattern provides amazing grip on hard-packed surfaces, tears through rocks and gravel, and kicks giant roosts of dirty off-road. Performance-tuned foam inserts offer extra stability. The whole new body designs sport an
aggressive attitude and tough new graphics that tell the world this truck is serious about its mission. New grey-shaped parts tastefully compliment the appearance of suppression. Pound-by-pound, Nitro Bumps are one of the average, hardest, and best looking R/C sample trucks ever created. Nitro Stampede will easily earn his place as
your first choice for exciting, wheelie-popping nitro action. click the image for larger view (412kb) QUICK FEATURES ON NITRO STAMPED (#4109) Full ball with TRX® All-Star™ 2.8 chromium wheels Pre-gnashed Talon™ tires powder coated white sources with grey shock bodies Grey Ultra Shocks™ New grey-shaped composite parts
compliment the appearance of the essay Amazing new graphics fuel it. Start it. Ride it! Traxxas pioneers the concept of ready-to-run nitrogen monster trucks and we've been the perfect they since (for almost 15 years). Nitro Stampede makes your move to nitro power easy. Professional Traxxas factory meeting along with our exclusive EZ-
Start® push-button electric engine starts you run just minutes out of the box. No other starting system is safer or more convenient. A separate glow driver is not required. The EZ Start system heats the glow pluse for you, automatically. Nitro Stampede's TRX® Pro.15 engine delivers beaky power and reliability, and features a precision
two-needle gasser. High output is delivered across a wide range of conditions. The wide voice widthhole makes the TRX Pro.15 very forgiving, so it keeps running and idle as you learn how to perfect the tune and optimize the performance. The PitBul of / C Monter Trucks Nitro Stampede has its reputation for and durability with functions
such as the difficult chassis design that combines lightweight composite material with the engine cooling properties of 6061-T6 aluminum. The unique double aircraft design provides maximum center ground-free heat, a true monster truck stance, and is extra rigid to resist under set of flex. The Magnum 375™ transmission is specially
geared for monster truck painting and is equipped with an adjustable sliding clutch to control traction. The factory-installed planetary differential features hardened steel gears and should never adjust! The long-travel independent suspension, powerful disk brake, and responds high-invoice sends servo working together for smooth control.
Rubber seal ball bearings and oil-filled Ultra Shocks™ with the better sealing of Traxxas X-ring technology keep maintenance duties up to an absolute minimum. Nitro Stampede quickly builds your confidence and drive skill as it packs extreme terrain that other trucks will not dare to try. Download the NITRO STAMPEDE box panels Full
and ready-to-drive® Nitro Stampede comes fully assembled and ready-to-drive® with an installed TQ pistol byte radio system, TRX Pro.15 engine with EZ-Start, new body with beautiful graphics, and pre-glued Talon tapes on mirror-chrome All-Stars! Even the posters are applied. All that's left to do is have fun. Nitro Stampede has been
backed by more than 20 years of Traxxas innovation and legendary customer service. Toll-free * support is available via phone, email or at Traxxas.com/support. The electronic components are protected by the Traxxas Lifetime Electronics Guarantee. The TRX Pro.15 Engine is backed by the Lifetime Engine Replacement Plan that
makes it simple and affordable to upgrade to a brand new engine and more power down the road. MODEL 4109: Fully assembled, Ready-to-Race®, with TQ™ radio, TRX® Pro.15 engine and ProGraphix painted body. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 15 Table of Contents 16 This website or its third-party tools use cookies, which are
necessary to achieve its functioning and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more if your consent is withdrawn to all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, browsing this page, clicking on a link or otherwise browsing, you agree to the use of
cookies. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Table of Contents 17 17
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